Free Duct Cleaning we replace your old forced air furnace or your old air conditioner.
According the ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY…Your INDOOR AIR IS UP
TO 100 TIMES DIRTIER than
outside.
When the coughing and sneezing starts is when we usually
star getting phone calls for cleaning ducting. Coughing
usually begin as dry, hacking cough which may develop
from an upper respiratory irritant, such as a dust and debris
that can fly about your home through the use of your forced
air heating and air conditioning system.
An air duct cleaning and repair service, may not be the first
thing that comes to mind when discussing your home
maintenance……. but in all reality, it is often this forgotten
service that can be your key to better health through cleaning
indoor air.
If you are looking for a company to cleaning your ducting, be
cautious, your system cannot be properly cleaned without
removing electrical components, blowers, housing and other
parts of your system. This can only be performed by a
licensed heating and air conditioning contractor.

Many Duct Cleaning Companies do More
Harm Than Good
Carpet cleaning companies should not be tearing into your
heating and air conditioning system anymore than your
gardener should be roofing your home. Brushes through
some types of flex duct can and do destroy the ducting. High pressure air in ducting that contains
asbestos can does contaminate the entire home.

If your ducting is dirty, there is a reason and we will find out why.
This is a free service because when we install a new furnace or new air conditioner for you we
tend to disturb the ducting and that disturbance tends to knock accumulated dust in the ducting
around. When we turn on the furnace or air conditioner the dust flies through the home.
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We can prevent this, you don’t have to
pay one single dime for it.
If, you are looking for a Company, which can really
eliminate a dust problem and clean the air in your home,
your search is ended…You’ve just found one.
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